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start  with  the  walls
Let Aspiring Walls bring your homes’ walls to life! As well as a 
choice of colours across the spectrum, there are patterns that 
make a statement - close to being works of art - or subtle, in 
vogue tone-on-tone patterns and textured wallpapers for a  
warm background to enhance a space rather than take it over.

New technology has also made wallpaper easier and quicker to 
install, and much simpler to remove when it’s time to re-decorate. 

Experience endless possibilities. Be bold. Be inspired.

Aspiring Walls offers a showcase of 
wallpaper designs to suit  
everyone’s style

In today’s world, we are looking 
to reflect our lifestyle in the 
interior of our homes

Resource, E369150

Solaris, FJ020109

Essentials, 217990 Kyoto, 98674 Loft, 218482

Black and White, 859515



BOLD  STYLE

a  warm,  cozy  element
Combination

Create  
individual
zonesWallpaper can be a sophisticated and 

subtle background or the ‘show-off’ 
centre piece

If you want wallpaper 
to be striking and to 
attract attention, choose 
the bold, daring, larger 
themes or a wallpaper 
mural.

This means only  
covering one or two 
walls of the room. It  
allows the other  
elements in the room to 
stand out as well.

Wallpaper can play a 
key role when you’re 
looking to highlight  
separate zones 
throughout your home. 

In this case, use smaller patterns and cover all walls in the 
room. Choose a contemporary designed wallpaper with  
delicate patterns and texture to complete the look of the room.

In this option, we combine a more visual pattern on a dominant 
wall with a smaller or subtle pattern on the other walls.

It is best to combine wallpaper patterns that fit together. In ideal 
cases, the patterns are already designed for combination.

Ashford Tropics, AT7068 Whites and neutrals - with a nautical drift, 25714 Geonature, 366040 and 366032 Essentials, 218034



Design featured: Whites and neutrals - Nautical drift, 25748

Colours  affect  our  mood
In our homes, colours reflect our tastes and show our  
distinctive personality. Whatever your style, there is a  
wallpaper colour to match or complement it.

With paintable wallcoverings,you have the  
freedom to create a truly unique look with a vast 
range of patterns that can be painted in any  
colour

Urban Flowers, 32722-1

Masterpiece, E358021 Paintables, RD812

Pip Studios vol. IV, E375004

Anaglypta, RD0137

Anaglypta, RD80029



Your  style

Classic contemporary industrial Scandi  retro

Be exhilirated with the change in 
mood that wallpaper creates in 
your home!

Whatever your style, there will be a 
wallpaper to reflect your lifestyle 
and your tastes

There are a number of 
different design options 
available - from 
Contemporary to Retro; 
Classic to Novelty;  
Traditional to Murals; 
and let’s not forget Kids.

Modern Artisan, YDSA64 Solaris, FJ100114 Black and Light, 356218 and 356206 Lavmi Blue, 161202



focus  collections

unique wallpapers

black  and  white

Italian  classics

kids

Botanicalsconversational

Save time trawling through 
dozens of wallpaper books. 
Aspiring Walls has compiled 
the very best designs from 
multiple books into one  
definitive focus collection.

‘Conversational’ design is 
an emerging style that  
attentions the need to 
express individuality and 
quirk. 
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Passepartout, 606867



Solaris, FJ000124
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#WeLoveWallpaper

Tough and durable 
 
Easily washable 
 
Easy application and removal 
 
One-coat system 
 
NZ Fire-rated (NZ papers only) 
 
With resonable care, will last  
10-15 years 
 

why  wallpaper?


